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Appendix B. Covariance analysis

Event-triggered covariance analysis (ETC) was used to analyze what features different
cells, in models and experiments, extract from the input [3],[16],[28]. To that aim the
input current s(t) is sampled in a time-window before and after the independent event
time tn (burst or spike). An event was considered independent if the ISI was in the
exponential part of the ISI histogram (see for instance figure 4.4). This set of sampled
input currents ~sn around all event-times forms the event-triggered ensemble and the mean
of this ensemble 〈~sn〉n is the event-triggered average. The second moment of this ensemble
is the covariance. Following the analysis of [3, 12] and [136] the elements of the covariance
matrix are defined as the covariances between different time-points τi around the stimulus,
so of different elements of the vector ~s:

Cij = 〈(sn(τi)− 〈sk(τi)〉k)(sn(τj)− 〈sk(τj)〉k)〉n

where 〈sk(τi)〉k is the mean over all event-times tk of a single time-point τi in the win-
dow around the event. Assuming that the covariance of stimuli that trigger an event is
different from the covariance of the total input current we can look at the directions in
the multidimensional space in which the covariance changes. This provides information
about features in the input signal that trigger an event. To this end we consider the
covariance of the prior: an ensemble of the same number of samples from the stimulus as
the spike-triggered ensemble, but seeded at random points. The covariance difference ma-
trix was constructed by subtracting the prior covariance matrix from the event-triggered
covariance matrix:

Ĉij = Cij − Cprior
ij

The eigenvectors ~vi of Ĉ belonging to the largest or smallest eigenvalues span the subspace
in which the difference between the ETC and the prior covariance is the largest. Therefore,
these eigenvectors or filters will demonstrate to which features in the input signal the
neuron is sensitive. Since Ĉij is symmetric, the eigenvectors form an orthogonal basis,
and the neuron responds to linear combinations of the filters (see for instance figure
3.5). The relative contribution of a filter to event generation, can be calculated from a
non-linear threshold function or decision function for that filter. The decision function
P (event|~vi) can be calculated using Bayes law as

P (event|~vi) =
P (~vi|event)P (event)

P (~vi)
(B.1)

in which P (~vi|event) is the event-triggered ensemble projected onto filter ~vi, P (event)
is the mean firing rate over the entire simulation and P (~vi) is the prior distribution
projected onto filter ~vi [12, 136]. For both the ETA and the ETC these projections are
onto normalized (L2 norm) filters. P (~vi|event) and P (~vi) can be sampled to estimate
P (event|~vi). This can be generalized to multiple dimensions in order to construct a
linear-nonlinear model with multiple filters:

P (event|~vi, ..., ~vj) =
P (~vi, ..., ~vj |event)P (event)

P (~vi, ..., ~vj)
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